
Tlakgameng born and raised Amapiano
producer is making moves-Kagow RSA
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/EINPresswire.com/ -- It is very nice seeing the

upcoming artists succeeding in the music industry.

Being a musician is no longer easy this days because

everyone seems to be embarking in the very same

career which results in higher rate of competitions. It

is not easy again because the industry is full of

criticisms and pressure which then causes artists to

suffer from depression. This month we introduce a

rising star in the Amapiano music scene by the name

of Kago Maamogwa known as Kagow RSA.

Kagow RSA is a songwriter and a producer who has

been pushing so hard and stamping his name in the

Amapiano game. All the way from Tlakgameng in

North West, Kagow RSA aims to expand his talent

and share it with the world. “My dream is to make it

and help kids from my hood with the resources they

need in music,” he said. In describing his type of music, Kagow RSA said his sounds are more

private school Amapiano. The Amapiano element that touches people’s soul and creates feelings

they never had.

Kagow RSA journey has been more amazing and enjoyable as ever with his first single titled

“Survival” where he collaborated with Botswana artist Travis BW and as ever the single has been

doing well as people are still playing it and it managed to find its way to local radio stations. As

we speak, Kagow RSA is set to drop a single titled “TwinGirl” featuring Travis BW Tinahwakopong,

Bulletproof and Banomona this year. Also he is going to drop an EP called “8616 to the world”

which is named after his hometown’s area code as he aims to put his hometown on the map as

well as to uplift his community and make it better.

Additionally, he said the EP is full of instrumental versions where you feel the Amapiano version.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://music.apple.com/za/album/survival-feat-travis-bw/1539386980?i=1539386984


“I began working on this project from August 2021, I

made few instrumentals and saw how my

community reacted and how they really wanted my

song. I did more instruments some with vocals and

the rest was a history,” he said. He furthermore said,

every day when he wakes up he has so many

opportunities to choose from and as a results it

caused some delays on releasing the EP. This young

man has been putting work in and making sure he

keeps the hits coming as well as getting his

hometown above on the map.

“The future is bright and I can’t wait to see myself

making moves with Amapiano genre. The EP ‘8616

on the map’ is coming and will be out on all digital

platforms” Kagow RSA concluded.
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My hustle will break the silence
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